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Anyone who follows sports is familiar with the concept of a borderline play—the move or technique that
straddles the line between playing hard and cheating.  The extra step toward the basket, the intentionally-
unintentional pick; the inside fastball designed to scare, but not strike, the batter.  We expect these plays
because we understand that sports are competitive, and that competitors will push the boundaries on what
they’re permitted to do in order to win.

Sometimes, however, standards change.  What was once an accepted, if borderline, tactic becomes
recognized as unhealthy or unsafe.  Major League Baseball didn’t formally ban the spitball until after Ray
Chapman was killed by a tobacco-covered ball, which was allegedly hard to see in the game’s lighting.  The
NHL permitted direct hits to players’ heads—infamously including Scott Stevens’s brutal, but completely
legal, hit on Eric Lindros in the 2000 Eastern Conference Finals that concussed Lindros and changed the
course of his career—until research made the risk of CTE undeniable.  The NFL has made a host of changes,
from banning horse-collar tackles to changing the rules for tackling quarterbacks—at least in part due to a
season-ending injury superstar Tom Brady su�ered due to a legal tackle by Bernard Pollard—to introducing
the concept of “defenseless players” in the name of player safety.

Litigators are no di�erent from athletes.  They will take every opportunity within the rules to win, including
engaging in borderline conduct.  But when that borderline conduct proves unhealthy for our courts and our
polity, the rules must change.

Such is now the case with certain summation tactics—tactics once universally-recognized as improper that
have, through use, become standard and accepted, or “borderline” at worst.  As these tactics have—through
constant use—become an accepted part of the landscape, they have proven unhealthy to our courts and
state.  The time has thus come for the judiciary to return to the era of actively policing summations for the
bene�t of the litigants, courts, and citizens of New York.  Indeed, in anticipation of the additional heavy
burden of litigation following the COVID-19 pandemic litigation pause, we urge the courts to exercise their
“broad discretion in conducting trials” in a manner both more e�cient and less tolerant of the abuses and
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rhetorical excesses that have grown only more prevalent in the last decade.[i]  And while we discuss this
topic primarily from our own perspective, i.e., that of representing defendants, the points we raise apply to
both sides of the aisle.

Our growing group of currently 17 defense-side consulting, monitoring, and appellate attorneys has
witnessed or reviewed thousands of civil summations in New York State courts over the past two decades. 
Our research on the rise of nuclear verdicts over the past decade has con�rmed that nuclear verdicts
predictably follow summations stu�ed full of these tactics, which can collectively be thought of as the HDTD
(“how-dare-they-defend”) attack; a retort to the very defense of a civil personal injury case that has little or
nothing to do with merits, or the evidence, or just compensation.  The HDTD attack feeds o� of the innate
sympathy any injured person deserves, and strips the defendant of its fundamental right to meaningfully
and fairly defend itself in a civil trial over just compensation.  All of this is done by taking the “fair” out of “fair
comment on the evidence” combined with a laissez-faire attitude toward restraining improper comment.

The Arsenal of HDTD Weaponry
In order to contribute to a growing understanding that these tactics are not borderline, but actually abusive
and improper, we therefore provide the following taxonomy of the varying forms of HDTD attacks we see
over and over again:

• “send a message” attacks, based on punishing the defendant �nancially and creating a “climate of
hostility”[ii] and appealing to the jury’s passion and sympathy[iii], as opposed to ascertaining a just
compensatory pain and su�ering award;[iv]

• “hired gun” comments[v] where, in so many words, a defense expert or examining physician is vili�ed to a
jury on the basis that they are not treating doctors and/or that their opinions are “bought,” an especially
cynical attack in an era where injured plainti�s are routinely referred by their counsel to troupes of litigation-
based physicians who audaciously then declare themselves to be treating physicians;

• the “big corporation” attack,[vi] which can be subtle or overt, but which, either way, substitutes for a direct
reference to the defendant’s wealth or insurance[vii];

• “vouching,” where the attorney acts as an unsworn witness[viii], whether to the character of their own client
or the supposed bad conduct of their adversary;

• the “golden rule,”[ix] otherwise known as attempting to in�ame and prejudice the jury by asking them to
put themselves in the injured plainti�’s shoes;

• the simple “how dare they,” whether by denigrating defense counsel’s and the defendant’s motivations[x]
and similar personal attacks,[xi] or by expressions of personal indignation or outrage or disgust at the
defendant’s audacity for exercising its right to defend itself[xii];

• the “dream team” attack, whereby the very excellence of defense counsel’s performance and of defense
experts’ reputation and testimony is styled as a de facto admission of wrongdoing;

• the “unit of time”[xiii] calculation of damages, encouraging an excessive verdict by proposing a signi�cant
�gure and then asking the jury to multiply it over a number of years; and of course

• “improper anchoring,” the tactic of asking for an absurdly large number so that the jury will award a
“compromise” �gure that is still well above the bounds set by CPLR 5501(c).

These tactics, in one combination or another, explain most of New York’s nuclear verdicts from the last two
decades, and account for virtually all excessive verdicts for non-catastrophic injuries.



The simplest reason these tactics have become more prominent is that they work, and the plainti�s’ bar, like
elite athletes, will use whatever works as long as it is within, or even arguably within, the rules.  But equally,
these tactics work because trial judges treat them as within the rules.  And to some degree, trial judges do so
because the defense bar is not �ghting back.  Defense counsel often fail to make immediate and vociferous
objection to these tactics, and without an objection, trial courts rarely, and appellate courts almost never, will
act.  And when defense counsel does choose to �ght back, it often does so by engaging in the �ip side of the
same tactics[xiv]—which not only fails to curb these questionable tactics, but actually serves to normalize
them and ignite a race to the bottom.

This criticism is not, of course, universal.  Several excellent/prominent defense attorneys have been vocal
about developing creative new ideas and proposals to combat the punitive HDTD or reptile theory tactics
within the con�nes of the defense case presentation.[xv]  These seem like appropriate maneuvers if the
status quo continues.

However, we propose here that no countero�ensive should be necessary in the �rst instance, and that the
status quo should not continue (especially in the post-COVID-19 economic rebuilding period).  Rather, the
infecting HDTD tactics should be ruled outside the realm of permissible civil advocacy—as indeed, they long
were, before these tactics entered the mainstream.  The only real solution to the dilemma posed by the
increasing use of abusive HDTD tactics is for the judiciary to reassert itself in its role as referee, and treat
these tactics, not as borderline, but as unacceptable.

Timothy R. Capowski is senior partner and co-chair and John F. Watkins and Jonathan P. Shaub are partners
of the litigation/appellate strategy and advocacy group at Shaub Ahmuty Citrin & Spratt.  Kharis Lund, a
summer associate at the �rm, assisted in the preparation of this article.
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